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We present a dynamic network model for modeling two-phase flow. We account for wetting layer flow,
meniscus oscillation, and the dynamics of snapoff. Interfaces are tracked through pore elements using a
modified Poiseuille equation for the equivalent hydraulic resistance of the fluids between the pore element
centers. The model is used to investigate the effects of capillary number and viscosity ratio on displacement
patterns and fractional flow in primary drainage. We show that the amount of snapoff increases with increasing
capillary number and decreasing wetting phase viscosity. For capillary numbers lower than approximately
10−5, the pore-scale fluid distribution and fractional flow are similar to those obtained using a quasistatic model
that ignores viscous forces. The contribution of oil transport from ganglia, formed by snapoff, is negligible
except for very large capillary numbers, greater than around 0.1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding multiphase flow in porous media is impor-
tant for a number of practical applications, including the
implementation of improved recovery schemes from hydro-
carbon reservoirs, contaminant cleanup, and designing un-
derground nuclear waste repositories. Fundamentally, the ge-
ometry of the void space of a porous medium and the
interactions of the multiple phases with the solid determine
macroscopic properties such as porosity, relative permeabil-
ity, capillary pressure, and resistivity indexf1,2g. One ap-
proach to predicting these quantities is through pore-scale
modeling that requires a detailed understanding of the physi-
cal processes occurring at the pore scale and a complete de-
scription of the morphology of the pore space.

The pore-scale network is a representation of the void
space of the reservoir rock. Wide void spaces are represented
by pores that are connected by narrower regions called
throats. Then using rules for determining fluid configurations
and appropriate flow and transport equations, multiphase
flow is computed in the network. An excellent description of
different types of pore-scale network models can be found in
the classic text by Dullienf2g, while more recent reviews are
to be found in Refs.f3,4g.

The majority of the existing pore network models are qua-
sistaticf1,4–11g assuming that capillary forces alone control
the fluid configuration in the pore space: capillary pressure is
imposed on the network and the final, static position of all
fluid-fluid interfaces is determined, ignoring the dynamic as-
pects of pressure propagation and interface dynamics due to
viscous forces.

There are many important circumstances where the as-
sumption of purely capillary-controlled displacement at the
pore scale is not appropriate. The ratio of viscous to capillary
pressure is conventionally defined using a capillary number
Ca f2g,

Ca =
mq

s
, s1d

wherem is the viscosity of the displacing phase,q is the total
Darcy velocitysvolume flowing per unit area per unit timed,

ands is the interfacial tension between the two fluid phases.
For typical oil/water flows in reservoirs,m is around
10−3 Pa s,s is 0.05 N m−1, and q is 10−5 ms−1 or lower,
giving Ca.2310−7. Viscous forces become significant at
the pore scale only when Ca is the range 10−4–10−3 or larger
f2g. Hence quasistatic models are often accurate and can pre-
dict a variety of low-flow-rate experiments successfully
f1,4g. However, if the viscosity is highspolymer floodingd,
the flow rate is very largesfor instance, in fractures, gas
reservoirs, and near well boresd or the interfacial tension is
low ssurfactant flooding, near-miscible gas injection, and gas
condensate reservoirsd, viscous and capillary forces can be
comparable at the pore scale. In these cases, a number of
effects, such as the movement of disconnected ganglia of oil
and the simultaneous filling of neighboring pores become
significantf12g.

Dynamic network models explicitly account for viscous
forces: a specified inflow rate for one of the fluids is imposed
and the subsequent transient pressure response and the asso-
ciated interface positions are calculated. Koplik and Lasseter
f13g simulated primary drainage in networks of spherical
pores connected to cylindrical pore throats. Toubouet al.
f14g and Bluntet al. f15g used a simplification of the model
of Koplik, assuming that the pores have volume but no re-
sistance to flow and the throats have resistance to flow but no
volume. Payatakes and co-workersf16–20g simulated flow in
a network of spherical chambers connected through long cy-
lindrical throats with a sinusoidally varying cross section. We
will use a similar geometry in our work. They concluded that
a significant fraction of the oil flow even at reservoir rates is
accommodated through the movement of disconnected gan-
glia. Celia and co-workersf21–24g extended the model of
Blunt et al. f15g to study the effect of material heterogene-
ities on the capillary pressure-saturation relationshipf21g,
effect of nonzero stress at the fluid-fluid interfacef22g, inter-
facial area and its relation to capillary pressuref23g, and
interfacial velocity f24g. Recently Hansen and co-workers
f25–27g developed a dynamic network to study fluid move-
ment in drainage and imbibition. They used a network of
tubes that connected to each other through volumeless nodes.
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The capillary pressure within the tube was a function of the
location of the interface.

All these previously developed models exceptf19g only
allowed a single phase to be present in any cross section
through a throat—that is, they ignored contributions to flow
through wetting layers that occupy the roughness and crev-
ices of the pore space even when the center of the pore or
throat is filled by a nonwetting phasef4g. Blunt Scherf28g
and Hughes and Bluntf29g did accommodate wetting layer
flow in a perturbative model where the wetting layers were
all assigned a fixed conductance and where simultaneous fill-
ing of multiple pores was disallowed. They showed that rate
effects can have a significant effect on the trapping of the
nonwetting phasesoild during imbibition for capillary num-
bers as low as 10−6, since the ratio of the viscous to capillary
force can be high, even at low flow rates, if flow occurs
through low conductivity layers. Mogensen and Stenbyf30g
also assumed a fixed conductance to the wetting layers in
their dynamic model of imbibition. They concluded that the
capillary number, aspect ratiosratio of average pore diameter
to average throat diameterd, and contact angle all have a
significant influence on the competition between pistonlike
advancesfrontal movement of a phase displacing another in
a throatd and snapoffswhere wetting phase flows through
layers and fills narrow regions of the pore space in advance
of a connected frontd. Singh and Mohantyf31g developed a
dynamic model to simulate two-phase flow. They used a cu-
bic network with cubic pores and throats of square cross
section. A pseudopercolation model was included in the
model for simulating low capillary number flow. In their
model, the volume flowing in the wetting layers was set to be
1% of the volume flowing through the bulk. The model was
used to study primary drainage with constant inlet flow rate.
Saturation and relative permeability were computed as a
function of capillary number, viscosity ratio, and pore-throat
size distribution.

Despite this extensive literature on dynamic pore-scale
modeling, a number of key physical effects have yet to be
captured accurately. In particular, previous work did not ac-
count for the swelling of wetting layers in both drainage and
imbibition that allows snapoff, as observed in micromodel
experimentsf14g. Snapoff is the key process by which the
nonwetting phase becomes trapped, and determines, for in-
stance, the amount of oil that is left unrecovered after water
flooding. Related to this lack of physical realism is a contro-
versy in the literature over the generic nature of multiphase
flow in porous media. The conventional picture, based
largely on quasistatic approaches to modeling, assumes that
for typical reservoir displacements each phase occupies its
own connected subnetwork through the porous medium. The
hydraulic conductance of these subnetworks determine the
multiphase flow properties, specifically the relative perme-
ability f2,4g. Disconnected regions do not flow unless the
capillary number is very high. In contrast, Payatakeset al.
f16–20g suggest based on micromodel experiments and net-
work modeling that the typical scenario for multiphase flow
is significant transport via disconnected ganglia even at res-
ervoir flow rates. However, some of their work can be criti-
cized for not accommodating wetting layer flow and conse-
quently substantially restricting the connectivity of the
wetting phase.

In this work we introduce a conceptually simple dynamic
model that explicitly simulates the dynamics of wetting layer
swelling and snapoff. We are then able to address whether or
not multiphase flow involves significant transport of the dis-
connected nonwetting phase, even at typical reservoir flow
rates, or whether this phenomenon is restricted to high cap-
illary numbers.

II. PRINCIPLES OF THE MODEL

The model is based on three main principles.
s1d The amount of each phase in each pore or throat is

known at each time step. The volume of each phaseswith the
contact angled controls the configuration of fluids. This in
turn determines the curvature of the oil-water interface and
the pressure difference between these two fluids in each pore
or throat.

s2d By using equivalent networks of electrical resistors,
the hydraulic resistances of the fluids between pore and
throat centers are calculated and used in a volume balance
equation to obtain the fluid pressures at pore and throat cen-
ters. Using an equivalent resistor network simplifies the
problem and makes it no more complex than solving the
material balance equations for single-phase flow.

s3d The pressure difference between the pore and throat
centers and the previously computed hydraulic resistances of
each phase are used to move phases between pores and
throats and hence to update the fluid volumes. The simula-
tion then returns to steps1d.

III. NETWORK AND PORE GEOMETRY

The porous medium is represented by a square lattice of
pores and throats. In cross section each pore or throat is a
scalene triangle. The inscribed radius of a pore or throat
varies sinusoidally, as shown in Fig. 1f9g. Each pore is di-
vided into several branchessequal to the number of con-
nected throatsd, which are considered as extensions of the
throats they are connected to. All the pore branches meet at
the center of the pore that is treated as a volumeless joining
point. This feature is introduced for two reasons. First, we
believe it is more realistic than assuming a straight channel
si.e., uniform inscribed radius along the lengthd. Second, it
allows us to assign a unique and continuously varying cap-
illary pressure as the interfacesmeniscusd moves in a pore or
throat. The inscribed radiussRd at any point between the
pore and the connecting throat centers is given by

R= SRp + Rt

2
D + SRp − Rt

2
DcosS 2px

lp + l t
D , s2d

whereRp andRt are the pore and throat center radii, respec-
tively, lp and l t are the pore and throat lengths, respectively.
x=0 at the pore center andx=slp+ l td /2 at the throat center.

A. Selection of pore and throat sizes

The inscribed radius of the center of any throat is assigned
at random according to a truncated Weibull distribution
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Rt = sRt,max− Rt,mindh− d lnfzs1 − e−1/dd + e−1/dgj1/% + Rt,min,

s3d

where Rt is a radius of a throat center andz is a random
number between 0 and 1. The parameters used in the distri-
bution are shown in Table I. The pore radius at its center
must be greater or equal to the maximum radius of the con-
necting throats. Therefore the pore radius is given by the
following expression:

Rp = maxhRtiui = 1, . . . ,nja, s4d

where n is the number of the connecting throats, and the
aspect ratiosad is the ratio between the pore radius and the
maximum radius of the connecting throats. The aspect ratio
is obtained by using Eq.s3d, replacingRt,maxandRt,min by the
maximum and minimum aspect ratios provided in Table I.
While we use a topologically square lattice, we do allow the
pore and throat lengths to vary—this corresponds physically
to a distorted lattice, although we do not check if the network
is physically realizable in two-dimensional space. We used
the same parameters for selecting the pore and throat lengths,
replacingRt,max andRt,min by lmax and lmin provided in Table
I in Eq. s3d. Oncelp, l t, Rp, andRt are known, Eq.s2d is used
to determine the inscribed radius as a function of distance
between the pore and throat centers.

B. Determination of the pore cross section
and corner half angles

Each pore and throat has a scalene triangular cross section
with corner angles selected at random. The triangular cross
section of an element is determined through two parameters:
the inscribed radiussdescribed aboved, and the shape factor
F=A/P2, whereA is the cross sectional area andP is the
perimeterf32g. The shape factor is used to determine the
corner half angles for a triangle. In our model, we assume
that the shape factor for each pore and throat is chosen ac-
cording to the truncated Weibull distributionfEq. s3dg for a
range of shape factor between zero andÎ3/36 sequilaterald,

F =
A

P2 =
1

4o
i=1

3

cotsaid

=
1

4
tan a1tan a2cotsa1 + a2d, s5d

wherea1 anda2 are the two corner half angles subtended at
the longest sides of the triangle. It is clear from the above
equation that for a single value of the shape factor, there are
ranges of corner half angles and triangular shapes. We follow
the procedure of Patzekf10g to select a nonunique solution
for corner half angles.

s1d Select the upper and lower limits of the second largest
corner half-angle. These two limits are given according to
the following equations

a2,min = arctanF 2
Î3

cosSarccoss− 12Î3Fd
3

+
4p

3
DG , s6d

a2,max= arctanF 2
Î3

cosSarccoss− 12Î3Fd
3

DG . s7d

s2d Pick randomly a value ofa2 between the two limits,
a2=a2,min+sa2,max−a2,mind3z, wherez is a random number
between 0 and 1.

s3d The corresponding value of the largest corner half
anglea1 can be found from

a1 = −
1

2
a2 +

1

2
arcsinS tan a2 + 4F

tan a2 − 4F
sin a2D . s8d

TABLE I. Parameters used to determine pore and throat
geometries.

Parameter Value

Rt,min 0.2 mm

Rt,max 100 mm

lmin 1 mm

lmax 50 mm

amax 2.2

amin 2.0

d 0.8

% 1.6

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of pore and throat geometries.sad
Side view: the inscribed radius of the pore element varies sinusoi-
dally with the length.sbd Cross-sectional view: the pore element has
a triangular cross section.a is the corner half angle.
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s4d The smallest corner half angle is then obtained from
a3=p /2−sa1+a2d.

C. Restricting snapoff to throats

In theory it is possible for snapoff to occur in pores. Con-
sider a pore that is connected to two throats. One branch has
a wide pore/throat boundary radius and the other has a small
pore/throat boundary radius. It is possible that a meniscus
passing the wide boundary will cause snapoff at the narrow
boundary, as we will describe later in the context of snapoff
in throats. This is an unphysical effect. Therefore we limit
snapoff to the throats. This can be done by ensuring that the
radius at the pore/throat boundary is greater than half the
radius at the pore center, Eq.s9d,

Rboundary.
1

2
RP. s9d

Substituting Eq.s2d in Eq. s9d,

FSRp + Rt

2
D + SRp − Rt

2
DcosS plp

lp + l t
DG .

1

2
RP. s10d

Rearranging,

1

p
arccosS Rt

Rt − Rp
D .

lp
lp + l t

. s11d

If “=” sign is used in Eq.s11d instead of “.,” the final pore
length can be given by the following expression:

lp−f inal = slp + l tdF 1

p
arccosS Rt

Rt − Rp
DG , s12d

where slp+ l td represents the spacing between the pore and
the throat. If Eq.s11d is not satisfied, the pore length is re-
duced using Eq.s12d with slp+ l td held constant.

IV. FLUID FLOW THROUGH THE NETWORK

Initially, the system is assumed to be completely filled
with a defending, wetting fluidswaterd with viscosity m2.
The invading nonwetting fluidsoild with viscosity m1 is in-
jected into the system from the inlet side with a constant
injection rate. The fluids are assumed to be immiscible and
incompressible. We assume we have a water-wet system with
an oil/water contact angleu=0.

A. Determination of fluid configurations

We start by assuming the volume of each phase in each
pore or throat is known. Then, with known contact angles,
the fluid configuration and the local capillary pressure can be
computed.

The total cross-sectional areasAtd for an elementspore or
throatd filled with a single phase is

At = R2o
i=1

n

cotsaid = CR2, s13d

wheren represents the number of the corners,a is the corner
half angle, andC is a constant defined by Eq.s13d. There-

fore, the volume for a fluid that occupies the whole cross
section can be given by the following equation:

V = CE
x1

x2

R2sxddx, s14d

whereRsxd is given by Eq.s2d. Here,x1 andx2 are the limits
of the integration that are determined by the location of the
fluid interfaces. For example in Fig. 2sad, the water fills the
pore from the center up to the first oil-water interface, so
here,x1=0.0 andx2= the location of the interface.

In the case of water in wetting layers and the oil in the
center, the wetting layer volume is equivalent to the volume
of a cylinder that has cross-sectional area equal to the wet-
ting layer cross-section and length equal to the difference of
the location of the fluid interfaces,

FIG. 2. Illustration of a fluid configuration: oil occupies the
pore/throat boundary.sad Side view: the inscribed radius of the pore
element fRsxdg varies sinusoidally with the length.sbd Cross-
sectional view at the pore/throat boundary: the pore element has a
triangular cross section. Oil is in the center and water is in the
cornersswetting layersd. u is the contact angle andr is the radius of
curvature of the wetting layers. We assume thatr is same in all the
three corners and constant in each pore or throat, but varies between
pores and throats and over time.
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Aci = r2Scosuscot aicosu − sin ud + u + ai −
p

2
D , s15d

whereAci is the cross sectional area of theith wetting layer,
r is the radius of the curvature of the wetting layer, andu is
the contact angle. The total cross sectional area for all the
wetting layers is

Ac = o
i=1

n

Aci, s16d

wheren represents the number of the corners.
The oil volume will be the difference between the total

volume given by Eq.s14d and the wetting layer volume. For
example, in Fig. 2sad, the wetting layer volume between the
interfacesx=x2d and the pore-throat boundary is obtained by
computing the wetting layer cross-sectional area at the loca-
tion of the interfacesx=x2d using Eq.s16d and multiplying it
by the difference between the location of the interface and
the pore-throat boundary. Equations14d is used to find the
volume between the interfacesx=x2d and the pore-throat
boundary. The oil volume then will be the difference be-
tween these two volumes. For simplicity, in the volume cal-
culations we assume that fluid interfaces, except in the wet-
ting layers, are flat. However, interfacial curvature is
accounted for in the computation of capillary pressure.

B. Computing the fluid resistance

Calculating the fluid resistance is potentially a compli-
cated problem, but using an equivalent electrical resistors
network helps to simplify the computations. Before giving a
detailed description of how the equivalent hydraulic resis-
tance is obtained, it is worthwhile to state the expressions
used in finding the resistance of each phase. A phase may
occupy: the whole element cross section, the corners with the
other snonwettingd phase in the center, or the center of the
element with the otherswettingd phase in the corners. The
general form of the fluid hydraulic resistancesWd for the
three regions is

W= m fE
x1

x2 dx

Gsxdregion
, s17d

where the subscriptregion stands for the three regions:
whole cross section, center, or wetting layers;x1 andx2 are
the location of the interfaces;Gsxd is the fluid conductance
per unit length, andm f is the fluid viscosity. The conductance
per unit length of a fluid occupying the whole cross section is
given by the following approximation based on Poiseuille’s
law for flow in a circular cylinderf7g:

G =
p

128
SÎAt

p
+ RD4

, s18d

whereAt is the cross-sectional area given by Eq.s13d andR
is the inscribed radius given by Eq.s2d. SinceR in Eq. s18d
is function ofx, the integration in Eq.s17d is evaluated nu-
merically.

In the case where fluid occupies the corners withu+a
,p /2, the conductance per unit length is given by the fol-
lowing approximationf33g:

G = o
i=1

n SAci
2 s1 − sinaid2sf2cosu − f1df3

2

12ssin aid2s1 − f3d2sf2 + ff1d2 D , s19d

where f1=p /2−ai, f2=cot aicosu−sin u, f3=sp /2
−aidtan ai, andAci is the corner area given by Eq.s15d. f is
used to indicate the boundary condition at the fluid/fluid in-
terface,f =1 represents a no-flow boundary, whilef =0 is a
free boundary. In Eq.s19d we assumef =1. The curvature of
the wetting layer is assumed to be constant in a single ele-
mentsi.e., G is not function ofxd, although it varies between
pores and throats. Thus we can write the hydraulic wetting
layer flow resistancesWld as

Wl =
m fsx2 − x1d

G
, s20d

ignoring the curvature of the pores and throats in thex di-
rection.

When fluid occupies the center of an element with wetting
phase in the corners, the conductance per unit length is given
by Eq. s18d replacingAt by Acen, whereAcen=At−oi=1

n Aci,
Aci is the corner area,n represents the number of corners.

Using these formulas enables the model to handle any
number of fluid interfaces between pore and throat centers.
The use of the electrical resistors diagram and equivalent
hydraulic resistance simplifies and clarifies this approach.
For example, Fig. 2sad shows a fluid configuration where oil
occupies the center at the pore/throat boundary. Its equiva-
lent electrical resistors diagram is given in Fig. 3. Thus the
equivalent hydraulic resistance of the fluids between the in-
terfacessWeq interfaced is given by the following equation:

1

Weq interface
=

1

WP-l
w + WT-l

w +
1

WP-c
o + WT-c

o , s21d

whereWP-l
w is the pore wetting layer resistance,WT-l

w is the
throat wetting layer resistance,WP-c

o is the pore oil resistance,
andWT-c

o is throat oil resistance. Then, the equivalent hydrau-
lic resistance for the fluids between pore and the throat cen-
terssWeqd can be obtained through the following expression:

Weq= WP-c
w + Weq interface+ WT-c

w , s22d

whereWP-c
w is the pore water resistance andWT-c

w is the throat
water resistance. This is only one example of how the
equivalent hydraulic resistance is computed.

FIG. 3. The equivalent electrical resistors diagram for Fig. 2sad
used to compute hydraulic resistancesWd.
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The Appendix lists the expressions used for the different
fluid configurations considered in the model. We only allow
up to two menisci to be present in each throat and one me-
niscus in each pore branch.

V. SOLVING FOR THE FLUID PRESSURE

Since the equivalent hydraulic resistance is used in the
volume conservation equations, the model can be considered
as solving a single-phase flow problem in which the phase
conductance between the pore and throat centers is found
from the equivalent hydraulic resistance calculated in the
previous step. Therefore, the total flow rate between the pore
center and throat center will be

Qtotal =
Pp − Pt + Pc

Weq
, s23d

wherePp andPt are the pore center pressure and throat cen-
ter pressure, respectively,Pc is the sum of the capillary pres-
sures of the menisci between the pore and throat centers. For
instance, in Fig. 2sad, Pc=Pc1+Pc2, where,Pc1 is the capil-
lary pressure at the first interfacesx=x2d andPc2 is the cap-
illary pressure at the second interfacesx=x3d. The absolute
value of the capillary pressure at any meniscus is given by
the following expression:

Pc =
2s cossu + gd

Rsxd
, s24d

whereg is the inclination angle; tang=dRsxd /dx. The sign
of the capillary pressure at any meniscus depends on the
location of the nonwetting fluidsoild. If it is on the right of
the meniscus, the sign is positive, otherwise it will be nega-
tive.

For a system ofm throats andn pores, we havem+n
unknowns. These unknowns are determined by applying vol-
ume conservation for both the pores and throats. The conser-
vation equation for porej with n connecting throats, labeled,
i is

o
i=1

n

Qtotal
i j = o

i=1

n
Pp

j − Pt
i + Pcij

Weq
i j = 0. s25d

For a throati, whereR andL label the left and right pores,

Pp
R − Pt

i + Pc
Ri

Weq
Ri +

Pp
L − Pt

i + Pc
Li

Weq
Li = 0. s26d

We use Eq.s26d to find the throat pressures that are then put
in Eq. s25d to obtain a series of linear equations for pore
pressures only. Once the pore pressures have been found, Eq.
s26d can be used to compute the throat pressures. Equation
s25d is solved using a standard iterative matrix solver.

The pressures are used to compute the phase flow rates
across the pore/throat boundaries. For example, from the
equivalent resistors diagram of Fig. 2sad, the water flow rate
across the pore/throat boundary is the wetting layer flow rate
and it is given through the following equation:

Qwater=
sPp − Pt + Pcd

WeqsWP-l
w + WT-l

w d
fWeq− sWP-c

w + WT-c
w dg. s27d

The oil flow rate is

Qoil = Qtotal − Qwater. s28d

Solving for constant injection rate

While we set up the pressure equation for constant inlet
and outlet pressures we want to simulate flow with a constant
injection rate. Akeret al. f25g have shown how to achieve a
constant injection rate in a dynamic network model. How-
ever, their method involves solving for the pressure field
twice at each time step. Here we use an approximate tech-
nique that only requires a single pressure solution. Over time
the pressure drop across the network changes. We assume
that between time steps the change in pressure drop neces-
sary to maintain a constant injection rate is small. Hence we
simply adjust the pressure drop at each time step to maintain
a constant value ofQ as follows.

sad For thenth time step, the pore and throat pressures
are computed as described above, with a pressure dropDPn.

sbd The total injection ratesQnd is then obtained by
summing all the flow rates between the inlet throats and their
connected pores.

scd For the next pressure solve, for thesn+1dth time
step we use a pressure drop

DPn+1 = DPn 3 F1 + bSQdesired− Qn

Qdesired
DG , s29d

whereQdesiredis the desired, target injection rate andb is a
constant parameter, which we set to 0.5. This method
maintainedQn to within 0.5% ofQdesiredfor the cases we
studied.

VI. SELECTION OF THE TIME STEP

We choose a time stepsDtd according to the following
formula:

Dt = minH5 3 10−5 s,minH Vi

2Qi
Ui = 1, . . . ,nJ , s30d

wheren is the number of the elements in the pore network,
Vi is the ith element volumesi.e., the maximum amount of
fluid that can be held in theith elementd, andQi is the total
flow rate into theith element. Equations30d ensures that an
element cannot be completely filled in a single time step. The
time step value of 5310−5 s ensures that in most cases only
a small fraction of a volume of a pore or throat is filled with
invading fluid in a time step.

VII. UPDATING FLUID VOLUMES

Once the fluid volumes are determined, the configuration
of the phases in the elements is adjusted. There are two steps
in this process. First, the pressure computation only deter-
mines the total flow of oil and water between pore and throat
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centers—we need to use the fluid configuration to determine
the flow rates of each phase from pore to throat. Having done
this the water volume in each element is updated. From the
new fluid volume the configuration of each phase in each
element is determined and a new total fluid resistance can be
found, the pressure recomputed, and the simulation contin-
ues. For example, consider the fluid configuration shown in
Fig. 2sad. From the total flow rate across the pore/throat
boundary, Eq.s23d, and assuming that the flow direction is
towards the throat, the water flow rate in the throatsQwater

in d is
given by Eq.s27d and is small, since this is only flow in
layers. Similarly we can compute the flow rate of water out
of the throat at the pore/throat boundary to the right of the
throat centersQwater

out d. The new water volume in the throat for
time leveln is given by the following expression:

Vwater
n = Vwater

n−1 + sQwater
in − Qwater

out d 3 Dt. s31d

Then Eq.s14d is reused to find the new location of the inter-
face, withV=Vwater

n andx2=slp+ l td /2 si.e., the throat centerd.
It is clear that the interface location cannot be obtained from
a direct substitution, and so an iterative method must be used
to obtain an interface location consistent with the imposed
change in volume.

To recap: the capillary pressure in each pore or throat is
constant, but varies between pores and throats. In any one
element the capillary pressure determined from the curvature
of the wetting layersss / r wherer is the radius of curvature
of the wetting layersd is the same as the capillary pressure
determined at the interface between oil and water in the cen-
ter of the element, Eq.s24d. This enables a unique determi-
nation of fluid configuration from the known volume of wet-
ting phase.

VIII. MICROFLOW MECHANISMS OF PRIMARY
DRAINAGE

The fluid displacement mechanisms can be divided into
two main types: pistonlike and snapoff. The purpose of this
section is to explain how the model can be used to simulate
the pore-level processes that have been seen in micromodel
experimentsf14g.

A. Pistonlike displacement

This is the process by which the displacing fluid pressure
is high enough to allow the displacing fluid to enter the bulk
of the pore element by pushing the displaced fluid in front of
it. There are three types of pistonlike invasion: invasion of a
single pore branch or throat side, invasion of a pore center,
and menisci fusion.

1. Invasion of a single pore branch or throat side

This type of invasion occurs if the pressure of the element
that contains the displacing fluid is higher than the pressure
of the connected element that contains the displaced fluid
plus the local capillary pressure. For example, Fig. 4sad

shows a pore branch whose center is filled with oil and a
throat that is fully water saturated. If the pore pressure is
higher than the summation of the throat pressure and local
capillary pressure, the oil advances towards the throat center
fFig. 4sbdg. The amount of oil that enters the throat is con-
trolled by the pressure difference between the pore and the
throat and the pore-throat geometries. The oil continues
moving until it passes the throat center and starts filling the
other side of the throatfFig. 4scdg.

This mechanism is modeled by changing the fluid con-
figurations according to the location of the oil/water inter-
face. Figure 5 shows a simplified flow chart of how this is
done. From Fig. 4, it is clear that this mechanism involves
two fluid configurations: where the meniscus is between the
left pore and the throat center, and where the meniscus is
between the throat and the right pore center. The equations
for the fluid equivalent resistance, phase fluxes and field
pressures for both configurations are provided in the Appen-
dix. If the volume of oil that enters the systemsdisplaced
volumed is positive, the oil will enter the throat, otherwise,
the fluid configuration remains unchanged. If oil enters the
throat, the volume of the oil in the throat and the new loca-
tion of the oil/water interface are determined according to the
procedure explained in the preceding section. If the new in-

FIG. 4. Invasion of a single pore branch or throat side.sad Oil is
filling the pore branch.sbd Oil is entering the throat side.scd Oil is
passing the throat center.
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terface cannot be located to the left of the throat center, the
fluid configuration will be changed to one in which the loca-
tion of the new interface has moved beyond the center of the
throat, as shown in Fig. 4.

2. Invasion of a pore center

When an interface reaches the pore center, it is moved
into the neighboring flow channels. Consider the diagram
shown in Fig. 6sad. If the oil volume entering from the lower
branch is more than the water that is displaced from the
branch, the remaining oil will be distributed among all the
connected branches regardless of whether these branches are
connected to a throat with higher or lower pressure than the
pore pressuresi.e., regardless of the flow directiond, Fig.
6sbd. The remaining oil is distributed so that there is the same
capillary pressure at the interfaces in all the connected
branches. Then in subsequent time steps, the oil will move in
the flow direction, Fig. 6scd. In summary:

s1d Check if the remaining oil is more than the summa-
tion of the connected branches volume. If this is so, the
whole pore is filled with oil, otherwise we move to the next
step.

s2d Sort the branches according to their size. The branch
with the smallest size is at the top of the list and the one with
the largest size is at the bottom of the list.

s3d We make an initial guess of the location of the inter-
face in the branch of the smallest size that is used to find the
capillary pressure in the branch. Then, by maintaining the
same capillary pressure in all other branches, the location of
the interfaces in these branches will be found using an itera-
tive method.

s4d The total volume can be given by the following ex-
pression:

V = o
i=1

m

fVisxdgx2=xi

x1=0 , s32d

where Visxd is given by Eq.s14d, xi is the location of the
interface in theith branch obtained from steps2d, andm is
the number of branches.

s5d Check if the volume obtained in steps4d is equal to
the volume of the remaining oil. If it is, these are the right
locations for the interfaces, otherwise stepss3d and s4d are
repeated again until the correct locations are reached.

3. Menisci fusion

Menisci fusion is an oil invasion mechanism in which a
throat that connects two fully oil-filled pore branches holds
two menisci back to back that come together. The fusion of
two menisci in a throat is straightforward to model and oc-
curs when the interface locations coincide, at which point all
the water volume is accommodated in layers. However, more
complex situations may arrive if both oil and water are flow-
ing in the same direction through a throat, as shown in Fig. 7.

FIG. 5. Flow chart of oil invasion of a single pore branch shown
in Fig. 4. The fluid configurations mentioned are explained in the
Appendix.

FIG. 6. Oil invasion of a pore center.sad Oil approaching the
pore center.sbd When the volume of oil flowing into the pore ex-
ceeds the volume of the lower branch, oil is distributed in all
branches, regardless of flow direction. The capillary pressure in all
the branches is same.scd In the subsequent time steps the oil inter-
faces are updated according to the local flow direction.
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This is the typical situation at high capillary numbers. Oil
displaces water through a throat in a pistonlike fashion until
the oil/water meniscus reaches the pore/throat boundary, Fig.
7sbd. In reality further displacement would lead to there be-
ing two menisci in the pore branch. However, this is not
allowed in our model. Instead we freeze the meniscus at the
pore/throat boundary. We assume that the flux from the ele-
ment center into pore two is from oil. However, we keep the
interface location fixed until the water volume is too small to
be accommodated in the pore center and the two menisci
fuse leaving water only in layers.

B. Snapoff

Snapoff is a mechanism that is controlled by wetting layer
flow. Water accumulates in layers until oil no longer contacts
the solid and water spontaneously fills the center of the
throat, separating the oil into two droplets. The accumulation
of water in the wetting layers is function of the contact angle
and the pore/throat aspect ratio.

In our model, there are two types of snapoff. Snapoff that
occurs to the oil that invades a fully water-saturated throat
will be called snapoff in drainage. The second snapoff occurs
in a throat that is already filled with oil. Here, the water starts
accumulating in the wetting layers as a result of a drop in the
capillary pressure. Many authors have described this process
ssee for instance, Bluntet al. f4g and Mogensen and Stenby
f30gd. This type of snapoff will be called snapoff in imbibi-
tion, since it is common in imbibition. However, there is
nothing preventing it from happening in drainage, as men-
tioned by Toledoet al. f34g.

1. Snapoff in drainage

When the nonwetting phase invades a fully water-
saturated throat, the wetting phase will remain in the corners.
As the nonwetting fluid passes the narrowest section of the

throat, the radius of the curvature of the wetting layers will
be at its smallest value. Then, with increasing oil volume in
the throat, the meniscus is pushed into wider regions, the
capillary pressure decreases and the wetting phase in the lay-
ers starts to accumulatessee Fig. 8d. This process may con-
tinue until the wetting fluid cannot be held in the wetting
layers any more. At this point, it will snapoff at the narrowest
pore of the throat separating the oil into two droplets.

If the volume of water flowing into the throat is more than
the water flowing out in Fig. 8scd, the volume of water in the
center of the throat will increase and after snapoff water will
fill the whole throat cross section at its narrowest point. This
means that oil will enter the throat but it cannot penetrate it.
If the water flow into the throat is less than that flowing out,
the volume of water in the center will shrink until the two oil
menisci meet, reconnecting the oil, and the oil then continues
flowing to the next pore.

2. Snapoff in imbibition

If the water flowing into an oil-filled throat through wet-
ting layers is more than that flowing out, water accumulates
in the wetting layersfsee Fig. 9sadg. This accumulation pro-
cess might eventually lead to snapofffFig. 9sbdg.

Our strategy for modeling this type of snapoff is illus-
trated in Fig. 10. Snapoff occurs when the volume of water at
the narrowest part of the throat is too large to be accommo-

FIG. 7. Oil invasion.sad Oil begins to invade a throat.sbd Inva-
sion may continue until the meniscus reaches the pore/throat bound-
ary. We do not allow two menisci in a single pore branch. Hence the
meniscus remains frozen in place until the water volume in pore
two is insufficient to support occupancy of the element center. Then
the menisci fuse, and water only occupies layers.

FIG. 8. Snapoff in drainage.sad Oil is approaching the narrowest
region of the throat.sbd Water in wetting layers accumulates when
the capillary pressure drops as oil advances into wider regions of
the throat space.scd Water snaps off at the center of the throat
separating the oil into two droplets.
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dated in layers. At this point water spontaneously and in-
stantly fills the center of the throat and the oil is separated
into two. Notice that when this happens the local capillary
pressure increases.

IX. SIMULATIONS

The flow is characterized by two dimensionless numbers:
the capillary number Ca, Eq.s1d, and the viscosity ratioM,
which is defined as the ratio between the defending fluid
viscositym2 and the invading fluid viscositym1,

M =
m2

m1
. s33d

In this work, we divide our results under three categories:
the influence of capillary number on the dynamic fluid move-
ment, the relation between the capillary numbersflow rated,
and the snapoff phenomenon and the influence of viscosity
ratio.

A. Influence of capillary number on the dynamic fluid
movement

In this subsection, we change the capillary number by
varying the injection flow rate. The general understanding of
oil invasion is that at high capillary numbers the oil fills all
the pore elements regardless of size and moves towards the
outlet face in a pistonlike fashionf14g. However, at low cap-
illary number, the oil flows through a pathway of larger pores
and throats with the lowest capillary entry pressure. This
leads to a ramified, invasion percolationlike displacement
that can be simulated readily with quasistatic modelsf14,15g.
In this section we will test whether or not our model reduces
to the quasistatic limit as the flow rate is decreased.

Figure 11 shows the fluid distribution for simulations at
different capillary numbersoil is shown in gray and water in
blackd. In all the simulations, we used a two-dimensional
s2Dd network of 939 pores, a unit viscosity ratiosfluid vis-
cosity of 1 Pa sd, and 0.05 Nm−1 interfacial tension. The se-
lection of this network size is based on optimization of the
computation time that is required to complete the runs. The
run for the lowest capillary numbersCa=3.1310−5d took
around 55 h on a standard PC. The runs were stopped at first
oil breakthrough. The Darcy oil velocity is obtained by di-
viding the oil injection rate by the inlet cross sectional area.
The oil injection rate is the sum of the oil flow rates between
the inlet throats and the connecting pore branches. The inlet
cross sectional areas0.52 mm2d is the product of the length
of the inlets2600mmd and the mean thickness of the lattice
which is taken to be the average diameter of the pores
s200 mmd. Each simulation was performed at a constant in-
jection rate. In the pictures shown in Fig. 11, each pore is
connected to four throats and a small black line is used to
distinguish between the pore branch and the throat. In addi-
tion, when snapoff occurs there are throats having two inter-
facesswater occupies the throat centerd. Figure 11sad shows
the results of a quasistatic model that ignores rate-dependent
effects for the same networks939 poresd f28g to compare it
with the dynamic one at the lowest capillary number Ca
=3.1310−5 fFig. 11sbdg.

As the capillary number is increased, the oil flows through
more of the inlet pores and sweeps more of the network,
although there is an increasing frequency of snapoff. At the

FIG. 9. Modeling snapoff in imbibition.sad Water accumulates
in the wetting layers.sbd Water snaps off at the center of the throat.

FIG. 10. Modeling snapoff in imbibition. Capillary pressure is
shown as a function of water volume for an example throat. When
the water volume in the throat is sufficiently large, the water can
only be accommodated by having the center of the throat com-
pletely filled with water—this represents snapoff.
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lowest capillary numbers, the displacement is dendritic and
the sequence of pores and throats are filled is largely con-
trolled by their entry capillary pressuresdetermined by the
minimum inscribed radius of the throatd. The displacement
patterns for Ca=3.1310−5 and Ca→0 are similar, although
not identical, since the perturbative effect of viscous forces
does affect the exact pathway of filled pores and throats,

especially away from the inlet. As the flow rate increases,
viscous forces become more significant and small pores near
the inlet may be filled in preference to larger pores or throats
near the outlet, because of the significant pressure drop
across the network. Furthermore, dynamic events, such as
snapoff, become more common, and the oil is not necessarily
connected to the inlet, although it is still flowing. At the

FIG. 11. Fluid distributions for simulations of primary drainage at different capillary numbersCad. In this and subsequent figures, the
water in the centers of pores and throats is shown in black and oil is shown in gray. The fine black lines separate pores and throats. The
distributions at oil breakthrough are shown.sad A quasistatic model, representing the limit of Ca→0. sbd A run for Ca=3.1310−5. scd Ca
=3.8310−4. sdd Ca=0.33.
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highest capillary number studied, 0.33, oil moves largely in-
discriminately through pores and throats of any size as a
train of generally disconnected ganglia.

1. Fractional flow curves

The fractional flow of phasei in a multiphase system can
be given through the following expression:

f i =
Qi

Qtotal
. s34d

In our model, we used a small 2D networks17317 poresd to
study the influence of the capillary number on the fractional
flow curves. The computer time needed to model the dynam-
ics of wetting layer flow precluded the use of a larger net-
work. The average saturation was computed in a slice of
four-pore length distance at the middle of the network. The
phase and total flow rates were obtained at the center of the
slice by using the equations provided in the section on solv-
ing the fluid pressure.

Figure 12 shows the water fractional flow as a function of
water saturation for different capillary numbers. If viscous
forces were completely dominant, with oil and water flowing
together, then we expectfw=Sw f2,13,15g. Even at the higher
capillary numbers, the effect of wetting layer flow and the
wide pore size distribution prevent the fractional flow be-
coming linear. However, as Ca increases,fw does tend to-
wards a straight line.

At low capillary number, when capillary forces dominate,
the oil and water occupy different pathwaysssee Fig. 11d
with little movement at most oil/water interfaces. As the cap-
illary number increases, more menisci become mobile. This
explains why the fractional flow decreases with decreasing
capillary number and has an S shape, characteristic of low-
rate experimental measurements at the lowest valuesf2g.
While the fractional flow curves for the quasistatic model,
Ca→0, and Ca=6.2310−5 have a similar shape, the quasi-
static curve appears to be shifted to lower water saturation
which is a result of the difference of the water saturation in
wetting layers. In the quasistatic model the capillary pressure
is the maximum local entry pressure reached during a
displacement—this means that wetting layers tend to carry
relatively little water. In contrast, the dynamic model allows
locally lower capillary pressures with large amounts of water

retained in layers. However, these layers carry relatively
little flow. For instance, Fig. 10 shows that up to half the
total volume of a typical throat may be filled with water in
layers. In other words, for a specific value of fractional flow
in Fig. 12, the water saturation in wetting layers for the qua-
sistatic model is lower by around 0.2 than that for the dy-
namic modelsCa=6.2310−5d. While our model may tend to
overestimate the effects of wetting layer flow, it does indicate
that the amount of water contained in layers is very sensitive
to dynamic effects and may not be accurately predicted by
static models.

2. Connected and disconnected flow

Snapoff causes oil to become disconnected in primary
drainage. The resultant oil ganglia can flow through the net-
work. The contribution of ganglion transport to the overall
flow of oil is represented by the difference between the total
oil and connected oil fractional flow curves in Fig. 13. The
connected oil fractional flow only considers the flow of oil
that is connected to the inlet. It is clear that disconnected

FIG. 12. Water fractional flow as a function of water saturation
for different capillary numbers.

FIG. 13. The oil fractional flow and oil fractional flow from oil
connected to the inlet as a function of oil saturation for several
capillary numbers.sad Ca=0.24,sbd Ca=2.1310−3, scd Ca=6.2
310−5.
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flow is only appreciable for the largest flow rates, and it is
insignificant for most typical reservoir displacements. This
contradicts the finding of Payatakes and co-workers who
studied two-phase flow behavior in imbibition and found sig-
nificant ganglion transport for low capillary numbersf18,20g.
Our model, however, has a wider pore size distribution and
accounts explicitly for wetting layer flow and simulates ac-
curately the dynamics of layer swelling and snapoff. Further-
more, we only consider drainage.

B. Influence of viscosity ratio on fluid movement

In this subsection, we study the effect of viscosity ratio on
displacement patterns and the degree of snapoff. For illustra-
tive purposes we ran simulations with a capillary number of
8.3310−2 on the same 939 network as before. We also ran
a series of simulations on a statistically similar 30330 net-
work with a capillary number of 1.1310−2.

At high flow rates and viscosity ratios less than 1soil
more viscous than waterd, it would be expected that the dis-
placement of oil by water would be stable, with a relatively
flat front progressing through the system. Figure 14sad illus-
trates a displacement forM =0.1 that confirms this. However,
there is a significant amount of snapoff and a significant
proportion of the oil moves as disconnected ganglia. The
reason for large amounts of snapoff can be explained by
studying the fluid resistance of a pore element that contains
oil in the center and water in wetting layers. As explained in
the section on computing the fluid resistance, the phase re-
sistance is a combination of the geometrysi.e., whether the
phase occupies the center, layer, or whole pored and viscos-
ity. Therefore with an oil viscosity ten times higher than the
water viscosity, in the large pores, the oil resistance will be
of the same order of magnitude as the wetting layers. This
means that the oil flow is relatively slow compared to the
accumulation of water in wetting layers. Thus water has suf-

ficient time to accumulate and snapoff at the center, leading
to the generation of the oil ganglia seen in Fig. 14sad.

For a viscosity ratio greater than onesM =10d, the oil
fingers through the waterfFig. 14sbdg, since the displacement
is now unstable. In addition, the wetting layer flow is less
significant compared to oil flow in the pore centers, since the
water is relatively more viscous, and as a consequence there
is less snapoff.

Figure 15 shows the total oil fractional flow and the oil
fractional flow considering only the movement of oil that is
connected to the inlet for a 2D network of size of 30330,
for sad M =0.1 andsbd M =10. ForM =0.1, snapoff is com-
mon and an appreciable amount of oil transport is from dis-
connected oilfFig. 15sadg. In the case ofM =10, the oil fin-
gers into the water through the larger pores and throats,
which means a high oil fractional flow is reached at low oil
saturation. In addition, there is not much difference between
the total oil fractional flow curve and the continuous one
which indicates less occurrence of snapoff.

X. CONCLUSIONS

A dynamic pore network model for simulating two-phase
flow in porous media has been developed that accounts for
flow in wetting layers. This model predicts the events that
are observed in micromodel experiments, such as swelling of
the wetting layers, snapoff and meniscus oscillationsf14g.
The model is based on an idealization of the pore space as a
network of pores and throats with triangular cross sections
whose inscribed radii vary sinusoidally. The transient pres-
sures were computed at the center of each pore and throat
and the locations of the interfaces were updated by using a
modified Pouiseuille equation in which an equivalent hy-
draulic resistance between the pore and throat centers was
used.

FIG. 14. Influence of viscosity ratio on fluid movement for Ca=8.3310−2: sad M =0.1; sbd M =10.
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Numerical results were presented for two-dimensional
simulations of primary drainage. From these results we con-
clude the following.

sad At low capillary numbersCaø10−5d, oil tends to
flow through the larger pores that have the smallest capillary
entry pressures and the displacement pattern is similar to that
predicted using a quasistatic model. With increasing capillary
number, the oil can enter pores and throats of all sizes and
the displacement is less ramified.

sbd More oil ganglia are formed by snapoff as the cap-
illary number increases. However, the contribution of gan-
glion transport to the overall flow of oil is insignificant ex-
cept at very large capillary numbers, Ca.0.1. This implies
that for most reservoir displacements the traditional Darcy-
like conceptualization of multiphase flow, that ignores gan-
glion transport, is reasonably accurate. However, the frac-
tional flow is a function of flow rate for capillary numbers
greater than 10−5. The dynamic model, even at the lowest
capillary number studieds6.2310−5d, predicted a much
greater saturation of water in layers than an equivalent qua-
sistatic modelsCa→0d. This tended to shift the computed
water fractional flow curves to the right.

scd With a viscosity ratio less than onesoil more vis-
cous than waterd and high flow rates, a flat frontal displace-
ment is observed but with a large number of oil ganglia.
These ganglia are formed by snapoff, which is favored due to
the comparatively low flow resistance in wetting layers.

sdd For a viscosity ratio greater than one the oil fingers
through the water, there is less snapoff and the oil is well
connected.
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APPENDIX: FLUID CONFIGURATIONS

There are six main fluid configurations in this model.
They are as follows:

s1d Fluid configuration A.
In this fluid configuration, the whole unit cellsi.e., pore

branch + throat sided is completely filled with waterfFig.
16sadg. Its equivalent electrical diagram is shown in Fig.
16sbd, where the circle and the rectangle stand for the pore
center and the throat center, respectively.WP-c

w is the pore
water resistance,P/T is the pore/throat boundary, andWT-c

w is
the throat water resistance.

The total equivalent hydraulic resistance, water equivalent
hydraulic resistance, and oil equivalent hydraulic resistance
of this fluid configuration is given through Eq.sA1d, while
Eq. sA2d represents the total flow rate, water flow rate, and
oil flow rate:

Weq= WP-c
w + WT-c

w , Weq
w = Weq, Weq

o = 0.0, sA1d

Qtotal =
PP − PT

Weq
, Qwater= Qtotal, Qoil = 0.0, sA2d

s2d Fluid configuration B.
In this fluid configuration, oil enters the unit cell from the

pore center as seen in Fig. 17sad. Its equivalent electrical
diagram is shown in Fig. 17sbd, whereWP-l

w is the pore wet-
ting layer resistance andWP-c

o is the pore oil resistance.
The total equivalent hydraulic resistance of this fluid con-

figuration is given in Eq.sA3d, where the notation “ / / ”
means that the two resistors are in parallel wherea/ /b
=1/s1/a+1/bd. The equivalent water and oil resistances are

FIG. 15. Influence of viscosity ratio on fluid movement for Ca
=1.1310−2. sad The total oil fractional flow and connected oil frac-
tional flow curves forM =0.1. sbd The total oil fractional flow and
connected oil fractional flow curves forM =10.

FIG. 16. sad Fluid configuration A: all water.sbd The equivalent
electrical resistors diagram.

FIG. 17. sad Fluid configuration B: one oil/water interfacesin
the pored. sbd The equivalent electrical resistors diagram.
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given in Eq. sA4d and sA5d represents the total flow rate,
water flow rate, and oil flow rate,

Weq= sWP-l
w //WP-c

o d + WP-c
w + WT-c

w , sA3d

Weq
w = WP-l

w + WP-c
w + WT-c

w , Weq
o = WP-c

o , sA4d

Qtotal =
PP − PT + PC

Weq
, Qwater= Qtotal, Qoil = 0.0. sA5d

s3d Fluid configuration C.
This fluid configuration shows oil in the pore branch and

water in the throat sidefFig. 18sadg. Its equivalent electrical
diagram is shown in Fig. 18sbd.

The total equivalent hydraulic resistance, water equivalent
hydraulic resistance, and oil equivalent hydraulic resistance
of this fluid configuration is given through Eq.sA6d. The
total flow rate and the water flow rate is shown through Eq.
sA7d while the oil flow rate is given in Eq.sA8d:

Weq= sWP-l
w //WP-c

o d + WT-c
w , Weq

w = WP-l
w + WT-c

w , Weq
o = WP-c

o ,

sA6d

Qtotal =
PP − PT + PC

Weq
,

Qwater= SPP − PT + PC

WP-l
w DS1 −

WT-c
w

Weq
D sA7d

Qoil = Qtotal − Qwater. sA8d

s4d Fluid configuration D.
In this fluid configuration, oil filled the center of the pore

and enter the throat as shown in Fig. 19sad. Its equivalent

electrical diagram is shown in Fig. 19sbd, whereWT-l
w is the

throat wetting layer resistance andWT-c
o is the throat oil re-

sistance. The total equivalent hydraulic resistance of this
fluid configuration is given in Eq.sA9d and the equivalent
water and oil resistances are given in Eq.sA10d. The total
flow rate is given in Eq.sA11d while Eq. sA12d represents
water and oil flow rates:

Weq= fsWP-l
w + WT-l

w d//sWP-c
o + WT-c

o dg + WT-c
w , sA9d

Weq
w = WP-l

w + WT-l
w + WT-c

w , Weq
o = WP-c

o + WT-c
o sA10d

Qtotal =
PP − PT + PC

Weq
, sA11d

Qwater= QtotalS fsWP-l
w + WT-l

w d//sWP-c
o + WT-c

o dg
WP-l

w + WT-l
w D,

Qoil = Qtotal − Qwater. sA12d

s5d Fluid configuration E.
In this fluid configuration, oil filled the center of pore

branch and throat side and the water is only in wetting layers
fFig 20sadg. Its equivalent electrical diagram is shown in Fig.
20sbd.

The total equivalent hydraulic resistance, water equivalent
hydraulic resistance, and oil equivalent hydraulic resistance
of this fluid configuration is given through Eq.sA13d, while
Eq. sA14d represents the total flow rate, water flow rate, and
oil flow rate:

Weq= sWP-l
w + WT-l

w d//sWP-c
o + WT-c

o d, Weq
w = WP-l

w + WT-l
w ,

Weq
o = WP-c

o + WT-c
o sA13d

FIG. 18. sad Fluid configuration C: one oil/water interfacesat the
pore/throat boundaryd. sbd The equivalent electrical resistors
diagram.

FIG. 19. sad Fluid configuration D: one oil/water interfacesin
the throatd. sbd The equivalent electrical resistors diagram.

FIG. 20. sad Fluid configuration E: water in the corners, oil in
the center.sbd The equivalent electrical resistors diagram.

FIG. 21. sad Fluid configuration F: one oil/water interfacesin the
throatd. sbd The equivalent electrical resistors diagram.
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Qtotal =
PP − PT + PC

Weq
, Qwater=

PP − PT + PC

Weq
w ,

Qoil = Qtotal − Qwater. sA14d

s6d Fluid configuration F.
In this fluid configuration, oil enters the unit cell from the

throat center as seen in Fig. 21sad. Its equivalent electrical
diagram is shown in Fig. 21sbd.

The total equivalent hydraulic resistance, water equivalent
hydraulic resistance, and oil equivalent hydraulic resistance
of this fluid configuration is given through Eq.sA15d, while

Eq. sA16d represents the total flow rate, water flow rate, and
oil flow rate:

Weq= WP-c
w + WT-c

w + sWT-l
w //WT-c

o d,

Weq
w = WP-c

w + WT-c
w + WT-l

w , Weq
o = WT-c

o , sA15d

Qtotal =
PP − PT + PC

Weq
, Qwater= Qtotal, Qoil = 0.0.

sA16d
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